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DESCRIPTION

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to fluid film bearings and, more specifically, to hydrodynamic bearings.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

In the most basic form of hydrodynamic bearing, a journal is rotatably mounted relative to a housing with a small radial clearance therebetween. The axes of the journal and housing are offset by a small distance, such that in operation, when a lubricant at relatively low pressure is introduced via a suitable opening in the housing, the journal exerts a frictional drag on the lubricant drawing it into the wedge-shaped part of the space between the surfaces, and a convergent film is formed. The action of the relatively moving surfaces creates in the convergent film a relatively high pressure zone which holds the surfaces apart.

Establishing a lubricant film of satisfactory thickness is dependent upon a number of different conditions. During operation of such a bearing, factors such as the operating speed and the operating load affect the lubrication conditions and hence the bearing performance. Over the life of the bearing, wear can clearly also affect its performance.

A more recent approach to hydrodynamic bearings has involved the provision of segmental bearings, wherein the bearing surface is formed of a plurality of circumferentially spaced pads. Each pad is supported in the housing for limited pivotal movement and during operation the pad tilts such that the moments acting on it due to the fluid film pressures are in equilibrium.


Although tilting pad bearings have application in a wide variety of different fields, they may exhibit disadvantages particularly at high rotational speeds and when subjected to transverse loads. At high speed, and especially under no-load or low-load conditions, oscillations of the rotating shaft can be significant. Moreover, under transverse loads, there can be considerable changes in the eccentricity of the shaft (the displacement of the shaft axis from that of the housing). Both these effects are the result of the fact that the segmental bearing accommodates oscillations and transverse movement by the pivoting of the tilting pads, and there is no possibility of intervention to control the operation of the bearing apart from the provision of shims to alter the unloaded setting (sometimes known as the 'preload') of the bearing pads, which of course involves decommissioning the bearing to strip it down. Moreover, the load capacity at low speeds, such as at starting-up and slowing-down speeds, is very low since the hydrodynamic lubricant pressure is low in the fluid film.

A further fluid film bearing arrangement is disclosed in GB-A-1 010 547, in which a circumferentially-spaced series of bearing elements surrounding a shaft are mounted for limited radial displacement against a linked series of pressure chambers. It is intended that any relative displacements as the shaft vibrates are effectively damped by the fact that each element can find its own equilibrium position, as determined by the balance between the force produced by its associated pressure chamber and the opposing force resulting from the fluid film pressure. This arrangement provides no means of actually controlling the conditions in the fluid film. It can be said that the instantaneous fluid film pressure acts to determine the instantaneous position of the bearing elements.

Another bearing, and the method of its manufacture, is disclosed in GB-A-1 251 160, in which a plurality of bearing surfaces support a rotating shaft. The bearing surfaces can be radially moved while assembling the bearing, and then fixed in a support ring to set their bearing position. No further adjustment of any type is allowed or envisaged with this bearing.

An alternative form of hydrodynamic sliding bearing and one appropriate specifically to lubrication by a gas, such as air, is known as the foil bearing. In a foil bearing a plurality of flexible bearing foils are mounted pre-loaded against the shaft so as to wrap the shaft and hence create the convergent zones to provide a high pressure supporting gas film which separates the surface of the shaft from the surfaces provided by the foils. The foils.

Such a bearing is described in US-A-4 445 792, in which the common preload of all the foils may be adjusted, either as a single action or on a continuous basis, to respond to bearing parameters and alter the bearing stiffness, automatically or otherwise. Although the bearing described in this US Patent Specification provides useful adjustment, even during operation, the control afforded over the precise lubrication conditions within the fluid film is very limited, as the flexible foils are mechanically conformal, that is, even if the preload is altered, the low bending stiffness of a foil is such that the form it takes is determined by the balance of forces on the foil. The foil shape therefore depends not just on the preload and the foil initial geometry and material properties, but on the fluid film pressure distribution. The changes in the fluid film thickness due to the radial flexibility of the foils in such a bearing are of similar magnitude or even greater than the thickness of the fluid film itself.

In US-A-4 815 864 a tension foil bearing is described, in which the tension of each of three foils is independently
adjustable to alter the shape of the fluid film between the surfaces. In this way the selective adjustment can be used to maintain or shift the centre of rotation of the shaft as desired. Once again, the foils are conformal. The shape of the fluid film is determined by, amongst other factors, flexing of the foil, and this cannot be controlled by selection but is dependent on conditions within the bearing itself, particularly on the oil film pressure. This is, in common with the bearing of US-A-4 445 792, due to the fact that the adjustment is by means of adjustment of a force acting on the fluid film in operation (i.e. the preload or foil tension).

A further design of adjustable segmental bearing is disclosed in SU-A-174 042, which describes a plain bearing having segmental bearing surfaces formed by tabs bendable by means of adjustment and fastening screws located in an outer race. The bearing is a rubbing bearing, the adjustment facility providing a means of compensating for wear.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In many applications it has been found that existing hydrodynamic bearings do not provide sufficient control on bearing performance over a sufficiently wide range of speed and load conditions, and it is an object of the present invention to provide a bearing in which the lubrication conditions can be controlled in a more satisfactory manner.

According to the invention, there is provided a hydrodynamic bearing having means for supporting a rotating part of the bearing in operation on a film of lubrication fluid, said means comprising a plurality of circumferentially spaced bearing elements having respective bearing surfaces defining areas of support for the rotating part, at least some of the bearing elements being adjustable during operation to vary lubrication conditions in the fluid film, wherein the adjustable bearing elements are of sufficiently high stiffness that the position of the entire bearing surface of a bearing element is essentially independent of the pressure in said fluid film encountered during operation.

By providing the bearing elements of the invention, adjustable during operation, the lubrication conditions can be controlled as desired. At the heart of the invention is the fact that, unlike known adjustable bearings, the bearing elements are designed such that the position of the bearing surface of an element is determined essentially only by the geometry of the surface, which is effectively rigid, and by the degree of adjustment selected. In other words, each adjustable element is immovable other than by selective adjustment, which can be made during operation of the bearing. Such position input to the bearing surface of an element allows complete control of the lubrication conditions to a precision previously unattainable. The adjustment is continuously variable, meaning that there is no lower limit to the increment of adjustment. Unlike foil bearings, the adjustment is by means of a position adjustment rather than a force adjustment.

For comprehensive control over the conditions within the bearing, the adjustable elements may be adjustable independently of one another.

In a preferred form of the invention, each adjustable bearing element is effectively hinged about an axis perpendicular to its principal direction of adjustment. This may be accomplished by way of a true mechanical hinge, but preferably the adjustable bearing element is formed integrally with a part of the bearing relative to which the position of the element is adjustable, the two being connected by a thinned portion which forms the hinge. Further adjustment may be provided by arranging that the position of the hinge is adjustable during operation.

The adjustment means for an adjustable bearing element preferably comprises a support arranged to act on the bearing element, wherein the support dimension in the direction of adjustment can be selectively altered.

If appropriate, each support may comprise two or more support elements which are adjustable independently of each other to provide a further degree of control over the position of the bearing surface of the bearing element. These support elements may be longitudinally, circumferentially, or radially spaced from one another.

A threaded shaft with a tapered portion, the tapered portion engaging the bearing element, may be employed to provide the support. In this case the threaded shaft is mounted in threaded engagement in the bearing such that rotation thereof will advance the tapered portion thereby altering the support dimension.

Alternatively, the support may be provided by a movable wedge shaped member engaging the bearing element.

In one form of the invention, the rotating part of the bearing is a shaft journal mounted for operation within a fixed outer casing, the adjustable bearing elements being mounted on and adjustable relative to said casing. In another form of the invention the arrangement is reversed, the rotating part of the bearing being an external rotor mounted for operation around an inner stator, the adjustable bearing elements being mounted on and adjustable relative to said inner stator. In a further form of the invention, whether the rotating part is a shaft journal or an outer rotor, the adjustable bearing elements may be mounted on and adjustable relative to said rotating part.

The hydrodynamic bearing preferably comprises at least three adjustable bearing elements.

The bearing elements may be adjustable in a radial direction. Additionally, at least one of the adjustable bearing elements may be adjustable with an axial component of movement to provide axial thrust capacity. The invention may also be applied to a thrust bearing, in which the bearing elements are adjustable in an axial direction to support a transverse planar surface of the rotating part of the bearing.

Preferably, the bearing is part of a rotating machine and the position of the adjustable bearing elements is deter-
MINED AUTOMATICALLY BY OPERATING CONDITIONS OF THE MACHINE. FOR THIS PURPOSE, EACH ADJUSTABLE BEARING ELEMENT MAY BE PROVIDED WITH A LOAD SENSOR AND/OR A DISPLACEMENT SENSOR.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a better understanding of the present invention, and to show how it may be carried into effect, reference will now be made, by way of example only, to the accompanying drawings, in which:-

Figure 1 is a cross section of a bearing in accordance with the invention;
Figures 2a and 2b illustrate, in cross section and longitudinal section respectively, a modification to the embodiment of Figure 1;
Figures 3a and 3b depict one possible form of adjustable support for a bearing element;
Figures 4a and 4b show a bearing in accordance with another embodiment of the invention;
Figure 5 illustrates an adjustable support arrangement for a bearing element;
Figures 6a and 6b show a modified form of bearing element; and
Figure 7 illustrates the invention applied to a thrust bearing.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS OF THE INVENTION

Figure 1 shows a hydrodynamic bearing having a fixed outer casing 10 and a rotatable central journal (not shown). The bearing has a plurality (four as illustrated) of journal support elements in the form of segmental pads 20 mounted to the outer casing 10 and spaced circumferentially to surround the journal. Each pad is provided with an inner bearing surface 22 of arcuate section. Each pad forms an integral part of a whole bearing component 24, which additionally features a base portion 25 firmly fixed to the outer casing 10. The pad and the base portion are joined by a thinned section 23, such that each pad is effectively hinged to the outer casing 10 by means of the thinned section 23 about an axis parallel to the central axis 11 of the casing 10.

Additionally, an adjustable support 26 is provided between each pad 20 and its base portion 25. The precise location of the adjustable support 26 on the rear side of the pad (the side distant from the bearing surface 22) is not of critical importance, so long as it is arranged such that its adjustment will displace the bearing surface 22 by deflection at the thinned section 23, effectively pivoting the bearing surface around the axis provided by the thinned section 23. In a prototype tested, the support was arranged in a position on the rear side of the pad corresponding to the maximum lubrication film pressure on the bearing surface side of the pad - approximately 2/3 of the arcuate length from the hinge.

The inner bearing surfaces 22 (Figure 1) are provided on bearing portions 21 of the pads and these bearing portions may be provided by casting a layer of white metal to the surface of the pads and machining the inner surface to the required geometry. In operation, therefore, the inner bearing surfaces 22 of the pads 20, along with the cylindrical outer surface of the rotatable journal, define respective lubrication regions by means of which the journal is supported under fluid pressure for rotation relative to the outer casing 10. Each adjustable support 26 can be independently controllably adjusted without having to dismantle the bearing and while the journal is rotating, i.e. with the bearing in operation. By adjusting a support 26, the convergence of the fluid film between the relevant bearing surface 22 and the journal can be adjusted so as to control the lubrication conditions. Since the pads are of very high stiffness and the supports are not deformable, the position of the entire bearing surface is essentially independent of the fluid pressure in the fluid film and, unlike flexible bearing elements such as foils, this gives control over the operation of the bearing to a degree of precision hitherto unattainable.

For example, by moving one or more pads (such as two diametrically-opposed pads adjusted in a common direction), the central axis of the rotating journal can be offset from the casing central axis 11 to a desired position. Alternatively, or in addition to this control over the journal eccentricity, the overall stiffness of the bearing can be increased by adjusting some or all of the pads in an inwards direction. The adjustment of the positions of the pads can be controlled manually, or remotely. Alternatively it can be controlled automatically by means of a control system providing signals related to the operating conditions. For example, the displacements and/or accelerations of the adjustable supports 26 can be determined by the output of a microprocessor control unit in response to signals representative of the location of the central axis of the journal. In this way a desired position of the axis of rotation can be maintained under all conditions, such as under the transverse loads to which the shaft of a precision machine tool may be subjected, or under conditions of orbital excursions of the axis of the journal which can occur at critical rotational speeds. Alternatively, or in addition, the overall stiffness of the bearing can be controlled by the microprocessor control unit in response to signals representative of the journal speed, to increase the stiffness at critical ranges (such as low speed or through resonance ranges), or in response to signals representative of the measured load (to avoid the instability that might otherwise occur at very low or zero load conditions, particularly at high speeds).

The bearing shown in Figure 1 can be considerably simplified as depicted in Figure 2a by dispensing with base
portion 25 and integrally forming each pad with the casing 10. In the figure, only one of a plurality of bearing pads 20 is illustrated. Axial oil supply passage 30 is shown, arranged to allow injection of an appropriate lubricant such as VG32 mineral oil into the interior of the casing between the journal and the bearing surface 22 by way of a plurality of supply holes 31 separated axially along the leading edge of each converging fluid film wedge. The oil supply passages are fed from a circumferential common oil channel 32. Further openings and channels (not shown), allow the oil, once it has left the clearance spaces, to return to the common channel. It is to be noted that the bearing may thus be self-contained, meaning that it circulates its own lubricant and so requires no external supply. Such lubricant supply arrangements are known per se and their design does not of itself form a part of the invention.

Figure 2b shows the same arrangement in longitudinal section, and it is to be noted that two axially spaced adjustable supports 26 are provided for each bearing pad 20. The stiffness provided by the use of the two supports allows pads of reduced thickness to be used and this, along with the space saving afforded by the omission of the bearing pad base portions 25, considerably reduces the overall diameter of the bearing required for a journal of given size.

By applying an oscillatory radial motion to the pads 20 via the adjustable supports 26, when oil is present but the journal is not rotating, an oil film may be established in the clearance space and a pressure generated therein. The hydrodynamic pressure so generated maintains separation between the journal and the bearing surface 22 of the pads when the journal is not rotating.

Any number of pads can be used in carrying out the invention, but in order to afford full adjustment of the journal axis, the minimum number is three. The adjustable supports 26 and/or the bearing pads 20 may be provided with load sensors and/or displacement sensors to permit monitoring of the operation of the bearing or, where appropriate, to provide input signals for an automatic bearing control system.

In a prototype bearing tested, the following dimensions and materials were used and found to operate in a satisfactory manner:

- Journal diameter: 47.6 mm
- Axial length of pad: 25.4 mm
- Angle subtended by pad bearing surface (Arc length 18 mm)40°
- Max. tilt of pad tested: 0.14°

(Corresponding to 0.045 mm radial movement at trailing edge)

- Oil supply arrangement: 5 jets each of 0.5 mm diameter
- Materials: Body - Mild steel
- Bearing surfaces - White metal.

Different forms of adjustable support 26 are possible, provided that the device used accomplishes the desired function, namely a non-resilient displacement of the bearing surface 22. One such device is a shaft with a tapered portion engaging the pad, the shaft mounted in threaded engagement in an appropriate part (not shown) of the outer casing 10 and accessible from outside the casing, such that rotation of the shaft advances (or withdraws) the tapered portion in an axial direction, thereby increasing (or decreasing) the support radial dimension acting on the pad, and hence displacing the pad 20 with respect to the outer casing 10. This device fulfills the desired function in a simple and reliable manner, as it can be arranged to provide a means of adjustment during operation (i.e., whilst the bearing journal is rotating) while ensuring that, once adjusted, the pad is rigidly fixed in position.

An alternative adjustable support arrangement employing a cooperating wedge arrangement is illustrated in Figure 3a. The bearing pad 20 is supported on a wedge-shaped support element 26 which is itself supported on a ramp surface 27 provided on the bearing casing 10. The surface 27 and the complementary surface of the support element 26 are planar and disposed at an angle θ to the axial direction as shown. The support element 26 also has a planar support surface 28 to engage with the rear surface of the pad 20. A machined recess R forming a longitudinal track in the rear side of the bearing pad as shown provides a means of reliably locating the support element 26. Figure 3b shows a sectional view of the adjustable support arrangement. Adjustment is by way of a threaded screw 29 in contact with the support element 26. Rotation of the screw translates the support element in an axial direction relative to the casing, thereby moving support surface 28 in a radial direction and hence adjusting the position of bearing surface 22 of the pad.

Another embodiment of the invention is shown in Figure 4a, in which the rotatable part of the bearing is an external rotor (not shown) and the bearing elements are provided on an inner fixed stator 39. The stator is formed from a solid cylindrical piece of metal machined to create the bearing components. Figure 4b shows the same bearing in cross-section through plane B-B to illustrate the construction.

The bearing has a plurality (four as illustrated) of bearing elements in the form of pads 40 machined from the stator piece by removing appropriate material in a roughly U-shaped groove 41 by an appropriate machining technique, so
as to leave pads 40 integral with the stator 39. In a manner similar to that described with reference to the embodiment having an inner rotating journal, adjustable supports 46 are provided to control the position of pads 40. These adjustable supports take the form of shafts with tapered support portions and having longitudinal threaded portions engaged in screw fashion in the stator 39 and adjustable from outside the stator at ends 47. By rotating a shaft the tapered portion is advanced in an axial direction to alter the diameter of the shaft at the support position and so radially displace the pad 40. Also shown are longitudinal shallow grooves 48 machined at the leading edge of each pad to define galleries to which oil can be provided by means of oil supply passages 49 and openings 50. It is to be noted that the entire stator, including all bearing components except for the adjustment shafts, as well as the lubricant transmission means, are integrally formed. Such a design has many advantages over a design involving assembly of a number of different components.

Although only one set of pads is required for realising this form of the invention, the stator in Figure 4a features two sets of pads 40 and 40a, axially separated from one another. Centrally between the two sets of pads is a further bearing arrangement, namely a hydrostatic bearing portion 60 comprising four circumferentially spaced approximately rectangular shallow recesses 61. The hydrostatic bearing portion acts in known manner with supply means (not shown) of lubricant under pressure such that upon starting, and until speeds are attained at which the hydrodynamic fluid film is formed between pads 40/40a and the journal, the journal is adequately supported.

The bearing operates in a similar manner to the embodiment having an inner rotating journal. All eight radially displaceable pads 40/40a of the two axially separated sets may be independently adjustable during operation, such that the angular alignment in an axial direction, as well as the eccentricity of the rotational axis of the rotor may be precisely controlled.

The cross-sectional shape of the pads is shown in Figure 4b. The displacement of the pads is afforded by the limited resilient flexibility of the material. The material and geometry, though, is such that the shape and position of the bearing surface of a pad is essentially unaffected by changes in the fluid film conditions. Clearly, no material can be completely undeformed by the effects of pressure on its surface. By 'essentially unaffected' is meant that a pad is sufficiently stiff that any change in position of any part of the bearing surface is substantially less than the thickness of the fluid film itself, and this property is common to all embodiments of the invention. A pad is therefore not conformal to the lubrication conditions, as is the case in bearings such as foil bearings. In this way, the mechanical properties of a pad allow it to deflect on operation of an adjustment support 46, and thereby to control the lubrication conditions between the bearing surface and the journal, while these lubrication conditions cannot in turn act to deflect the pad itself. This allows the complete and accurate control required.

Additionally the cross-sectional shape of a pad may be designed to equalise stresses in operation across the pad, without affecting the shape of the bearing surface in operation.

In a prototype tested, the following dimensions and materials were used:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stator diameter</td>
<td>70 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axial length of pad</td>
<td>25.4 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angle subtended by pad bearing surface</td>
<td>72°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max. radial displacement (at trailing edge) of pad tested</td>
<td>0.035 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor - Mild steel with bearing surface of white metal coating</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stator - Mild Steel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Development work on a bearing according to the invention and on a computer model has shown that only very small displacements (tilt angles) are required to accommodate a very large range of operating conditions. The pads may be arranged and mounted to pivot about one edge by means of a true mechanical hinge. Since no material deflection is required of the pads in such a case, they may be of a material of theoretically infinite stiffness. A disadvantage of such an arrangement is increased complexity, particularly as the pad displacement is then not resilient and means must be included to positively return the pad when the radial support dimension is reduced.

The bearing of the present invention has the following advantages over conventional fluid film bearings:

1. The location of the central axis of the rotating member can be adjusted (for example to maintain its position) whilst the bearing is in operation, without stopping rotation. This may be effected on a steady state basis (for example, for different applications of a single machine) or in response to behaviour through a control system.
2. The static and dynamic characteristics (centre eccentricity and centre axis inclination of rotating member, stiffness, damping co-efficients) can all be altered whilst the bearing is in operation, without stopping rotation, and if desired under automatic control.
3. It is possible to compensate for the effects of wear thereby to maintain properties throughout the operating life of the bearing.
4. The bearing provides a means of avoiding instability (by adjusting the stiffness and the damping), particularly at low or zero load at high speed.

5. Bearing seals need not have the tolerances conventionally required, as the position of the rotating element relative to the casing/stator can be maintained within much closer limits.

6. The control over the fluid film conditions can reduce the lubricant temperature rise in operation. This and other factors allows operation at higher critical speeds.

It is also possible to provide the adjustable bearing elements on the rotating part of the bearing, be it an inner shaft or an external rotor. Clearly some means must be provided to adjust the bearing during operation, and this means may either be fully contained within the rotating part itself, or may comprise means to pass signals to a control unit contained within the rotating part to remotely adjust the bearing. For example, commutation means may be incorporated in the bearing, or a radio link may be utilised.

In addition to the tilting form of displacement described in the above embodiments, preferred because of the effect such displacements has on increasing/decreasing the conversion of the wedge-shaped fluid film in the clearance space, it is possible to adjust the bearing elements in operation in a linear radial direction, thus not altering the angle between the bearing surfaces, but simply changing the separation therebetween. This may be provided as an alternative to the tilting form of displacement, but it is preferred to combine both forms of displacement by providing radial adjustment of the position of the effective hinge of the tilting bearing element. In this way, both the thickness and the form of the fluid film can be simultaneously or sequentially varied, to provide yet more control over lubrication conditions within the clearance space.

An alternative bearing element design is illustrated in Figure 5, which features two adjustable supports 56a and 56b for each bearing element 50. The bearing element is S-shaped in transverse sectional view as shown, such that two effective hinge portions 53a and 53b are provided and adjustment about each hinge portion is realised by operating the respective adjustable support. By adjusting supports 56a and 56b, both the radial displacement and the tilt angle of bearing surface 52 can be fully controlled over a relatively wide range.

In addition to the above-mentioned form of adjustment, it is possible to arrange the adjustable bearing elements, or pads, such that they can move with an axial component of tilt. In other words, the bearing surfaces of the pads do not remain parallel to the central axis of the part of the bearing on which they are supported. In this way there can be exerted an axial component of fluid film force, to provide a combined journal/thrust bearing. The axial thrust capacity can be employed to resist longitudinal forces on a journal, for example. Alternatively, pads adjustable with an axial component of tilt movement can be used to provide an axial self-centring thrust action for an opposed pair of bearing elements or of sets of bearing elements, such as those shown in Figure 4a. Adjustment of the bearing elements is still radial, but tilting of the pads can take place about an axis transverse to the central axis of the part of the bearing on which they are supported.

A bearing pad 60 for this purpose is illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b. The pad is supported by two axially spaced independently operable adjustable supports 66. The pad is shaped as shown such that differential adjustment of the supports 66 will give an axial component of adjustment by torsional deflection, thus providing a degree of axial bearing capacity. Once again, though, the bearing pads are designed such that once moved into a desired position a pad is fixed there until a subsequent adjustment is selected. The concept may be applied in a conical bearing, where a section of the journal is of frusto-conical form and the bearing elements are disposed to provide a fluid film between their bearing surfaces and the surface of the conical section of the journal.

The invention may also be applied to the hydrodynamic lubrication of thrust bearings, in which a thrust bearing surface operates on a journal mounted collar, for example. Thrust bearings traditionally suffer from the inherent problem that the accuracy to which the perpendicularity of the fluid film abutting surface of the collar can be manufactured and maintained is of similar magnitude to the fluid film thickness. This is due to manufacturing tolerances and to thermal and elastic distortions encountered during operation, and gives rise to what is known as ‘swashplate motion’.

One known form of fluid film thrust bearing incorporates a tilting pad arrangement, in which one of the planar sliding surfaces is divided into a number of segments, each free to take up a position at an angle to the opposing surface in order to conform to the hydrodynamic pressure distribution, i.e., according to the speed and loading. According to the invention, these conventional tilting pad bearing elements are replaced by bearing elements adjustable in the axial direction, designed and mounted to be immovable other than by selective adjustment, which adjustment can be made during operation of the bearing. As with the journal bearing, position input to the bearing surface of one of the thrust bearing elements allows precise control over the fluid film conditions and hence over the operation of the bearing. The adjustment of the position of the bearing surfaces of the respective bearing elements can be arranged to minimise or avoid the so-called swashplate motion, and thus increase the reliability of the bearing and reduce the power absorbed.

For example, each bearing element can be provided with a load sensor, and the bearing can be arranged with automatic control to afford an equal distribution of the load between all the elements at all times. Additionally or alternatively, the device of the invention can be used to provide adjustability of the axial position of the journal and to enhance the
bearing axial stiffness and damping.

Figure 7 illustrates an embodiment of the invention applied to a thrust bearing, in which bearing pads 70 are adjustable with respect to the transverse planar surfaces 80 of thrust collar 81 which is an integral part of shaft 82. The figure shows bearing pads 70 arranged in opposed pairs, with the respective pads of each pair on opposite sides of the collar 81. The pads are adjustable by way of adjustable supports 76. In this embodiment, four pairs of bearing pads are arranged equally spaced around the circumference of the bearing, and a second of the pairs of pads 70a appears in the illustration. Each pad may be similar in form to those schematically illustrated in Figures 6a and 6b, provided with a planar bearing surface. A third adjustable support may be provided for each bearing pad to allow adjustment of the position of the effective hinge, such that independently adjusting the three supports will allow accommodation of the swashplate motion described above.

The adjustable supports 26, 46, 56, 66 and 76 may take many forms, and the two forms already described (axially movable tapered shaft and cooperating wedge arrangement) are only two possible forms. Other possibilities which enable a non-resilient position input include a cam, rotatable to alter the radial or axial support dimension, a piezoelectric element, arranged to undeformably alter its radial or axial dimension in response to an electric charge, and a magneto-restrictive device.

The present invention has many different applications as will be evident to an engineer. For example, there is an ever-increasing demand for more accuracy in the production of components, and the invention will allow precise control in the operation of machine tools used in such production. In particular, the bearing of the invention can be employed in situations where hitherto roller element bearings have been used due to the requirement of very accurate shaft location capability (such as in helicopter transmissions). A significant advantage arises from the fact that a fluid film bearing involves a far greater minimum oil thickness than that of a rolling element bearing, thus reducing the vulnerability of the bearing components to foreign object damage. Studies by the inventors have suggested that the minimum film thickness is 15 times that involved in a rolling element bearing.

Other non-limiting applications of the invention include processing equipment such as printing rollers and handling conveyors, turbines, compressors, pumps, aeronautical and marine engines, gearboxes and other components. The invention is also particularly applicable to machines where large speed ranges are involved.

A gas bearing version may find useful application in environments where avoidance of contamination by lubricant is of great importance, such as in machinery used in the food industry, in computer drive applications, and in the field of gas turbines.

Claims

1. A hydrodynamic bearing having means for supporting a rotating part of the bearing in operation on a film of lubrication fluid, said means comprising a plurality of circumferentially spaced bearing elements (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) having respective bearing surfaces (22, 52) defining areas of support for the rotating part, at least some of the bearing elements being adjustable during operation to vary lubrication conditions in the fluid film, characterised in that the adjustable bearing elements (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) are of sufficiently high stiffness that the position of the entire bearing surface (22, 52) of a bearing element is essentially independent of the pressure in said fluid film encountered during operation.

2. A hydrodynamic bearing according to Claim 1, wherein the adjustable elements (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) are independently adjustable.

3. A hydrodynamic bearing according to Claim 1 or Claim 2, wherein each adjustable bearing element (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) is effectively hinged about an axis perpendicular to its principal direction of adjustment.

4. A hydrodynamic bearing according to Claim 3, wherein the adjustable bearing element (20, 50, 60, 70, 70a) is formed integrally with a part of the bearing (25) relative to which the position of the element is adjustable, the two being connected by a thinned portion (23, 53a, 53b) which forms the hinge means.

5. A hydrodynamic bearing according to Claim 3 or Claim 4 in which the position of the hinge is adjustable during operation.

6. A hydrodynamic bearing according to any preceding claim, the adjustment means for an adjustable bearing element (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) comprising a support (26, 46, 56a, 56b, 66, 76) arranged to act on the bearing element, wherein the support dimension in the direction of adjustment can be selectively altered.
7. A hydrodynamic bearing according to Claim 6, wherein each support (26, 46, 56a, 56b, 66, 76) comprises two or more support elements (26) which are adjustable independently of each other.

8. A hydrodynamic bearing according to Claim 6 or Claim 7, comprising a threaded shaft with a tapered portion, the tapered portion engaging the bearing element to provide said support, and the threaded shaft being mounted in threaded engagement in the bearing such that rotation thereof will advance the tapered portion thereby altering the support dimension.

9. A hydrodynamic bearing according to Claim 6 or Claim 7, comprising a movable wedge shaped member (26) engaging the bearing element (20) to provide said support.

10. A hydrodynamic bearing according to any preceding claim, wherein the rotating part is a shaft journal mounted for operation within a fixed outer casing (10), the adjustable bearing elements (20) being mounted on and adjustable relative to said casing (10).

11. A hydrodynamic bearing according to any of Claims 1 to 9, wherein the rotating part is an external rotor mounted for operation around an inner stator (39), the adjustable bearing elements (40) being mounted on and adjustable relative to said inner stator (39).

12. A hydrodynamic bearing according to any of Claims 1 to 9, wherein the adjustable bearing elements are mounted on and adjustable relative to the rotating part.

13. A hydrodynamic bearing according to any preceding claim comprising at least three adjustable bearing elements (20, 40).

14. A hydrodynamic bearing according to any preceding claim, wherein the adjustable bearing elements (20, 40, 50, 60) are adjustable in a radial direction.

15. A hydrodynamic bearing according to Claim 14, wherein at least one of the adjustable bearing elements is adjustable with an axial component of movement to provide axial thrust capacity.

16. A hydrodynamic bearing according to any of Claims 1-13, wherein the bearing is a thrust bearing, the bearing elements (70, 70a) being adjustable in an axial direction to support a transverse planar surface (80) of the rotating part (B1) of the bearing.

17. A hydrodynamic bearing according to any preceding claim wherein the bearing is part of a rotating machine and the position of the adjustable bearing elements is determined automatically by operating conditions of the machine.

18. A hydrodynamic bearing according to any preceding claim, wherein each adjustable bearing element is provided with a load sensor and/or a displacement sensor.

19. A rotating machine incorporating at least one hydrodynamic bearing according to any preceding claim.

Patentansprüche

1. Hydrodynamisches Lager mit Einrichtung zum Stützen eines rotierenden Teils des Lagerns im Betrieb auf einem Film aus Schmierfluid, wobei die Einrichtung eine Vielzahl von auf dem Umfang mit Abstand angeordneten Lagerelementen (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) mit, Stützflächen für den rotierenden Teil definierenden, jeweiligen Lageroberflächen (22, 52), umfaßt, wobei wenigstens einige der Lagerelemente während des Betriebs einstellbar sind, um Schmierbedingungen im Fluidfilm zu variieren, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die einstellbaren Lagerelemente (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) von ausreichend hoher Steifheit sind, so daß die Position der gesamten Lageroberfläche (22, 52) eines Lagerelementes im wesentlichen unabhängig von dem während des Betriebs auftretenden Druck in dem Fluidfilm ist.

2. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach Anspruch 1, worin die einstellbaren Elemente (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) unabhängig einstellbar sind.
3. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach Anspruch 1 oder Anspruch 2, worin jedes einstellbare Lagerelement (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) effektiv um eine zu seiner Haupteinstellrichtung senkrechte Achse geschwenkt wird.

4. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach Anspruch 3, worin das einstellbare Lagerelement (20, 50, 60, 70, 70a) mit einem Teil des Lagers (25), relativ zu dem die Position des Elements einstellbar ist, integral geformt ist, wobei die zwei durch einen dünner gemachten Teil (23, 53a, 53b) verbunden sind, der die Scharnierseinrichtung bildet.

5. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach Anspruch 3 oder Anspruch 4, worin die Position des Scharniere während des Betriebs einstellbar ist.

6. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach jedem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, wobei die Einstelleinrichtung für ein einstellbares Lagerelement (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) eine Stütze (26, 46, 56a, 56b, 66, 76) umfaßt, die so angeordnet ist, daß sie auf das Lagerelement wirkt, wobei die Stützdimension in der Einstellrichtung selektiv verändert werden kann.

7. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach Anspruch 6, worin jede Stütze (26, 46, 56a, 56b, 66, 76) zwei oder mehr Stützelemente (26) umfaßt, die unabhängig voneinander einstellbar sind.

8. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach Anspruch 6 oder Anspruch 7, das eine Gewindestange mit einem verjüngten Teil umfaßt, wobei der verjüngte Teil mit dem Lagerelement ineinandergreift, um die Stütze bereitzustellen, und die Gewindestange im Lager verschraubt ineinandergreifend so angebracht wird, daß deren Rotation den verjüngten Teil verschiebt und dadurch die Stützdimension ändert.

9. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach Anspruch 6 oder Anspruch 7, das ein bewegliches keilförmiges Glied (26) umfaßt, das mit dem Lagerelement (20) ineinandergreift, um die Stütze bereitzustellen.

10. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach jedem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, worin der rotierende Teil ein Wellenzapfen ist, der für den Betrieb in einem festen äußeren Gehäuse (10) angebracht ist, und die einstellbaren Lagerelemente (20) an dem Gehäuse (10) angebracht und relativ zu diesem einstellbar sind.

11. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach jedem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, worin der rotierende Teil ein äußerer Lager ist, der für den Betrieb um einen inneren Ständer (39) herum angebracht ist, und die einstellbaren Lagerelemente (40) auf dem inneren Ständer (39) angebracht und relativ zu diesem einstellbar sind.

12. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach jedem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, worin die einstellbaren Lagerelemente auf dem rotierenden Teil angebracht und relativ zu diesem einstellbar sind.

13. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach jedem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, das wenigstens drei einstellbare Lagerelemente (20, 40) umfaßt.

14. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach jedem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, worin die einstellbaren Lagerelemente (20, 40, 50, 60) in einer radialen Richtung einstellbar sind.

15. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach Anspruch 14, worin wenigstens eines der einstellbaren Lagerelemente mit einer axialen Bewegungskomponente einstellbar ist, um Aufnahmevermögen für axialen Schub bereitzustellen.

16. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach jedem der Ansprüche 1-13, worin das Lager ein Axiallager ist und die Lagerelemente (70, 70a) in einer axialen Richtung einstellbar sind, um eine quer verlaufende ebene Oberfläche (80) des rotierenden Teils (81) des Lagers zu stützen.

17. Hydrodynamisches Lager nach jedem der vorangehenden Ansprüche, worin das Lager Teil einer rotierenden Maschine ist und die Position der einstellbaren Lagerelemente durch Betriebsbedingungen der Maschine automatisch bestimmt wird.


19. Rotierende Maschine, die wenigstens ein hydrodynamisches Lager nach jedem der vorangehenden Ansprüche
Revendications

1. Palier hydrodynamique comportant des moyens pour supporter une partie rotative du palier, lors du fonctionnement, sur un film de fluide de lubrification, lesdits moyens comprenant une pluralité d'éléments de palier circonférentiellement espacés (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a), comportant des surfaces de portée respectives (22, 52) définissant des zones de support pour la partie rotative, au moins certains des éléments de palier étant réglables durant le fonctionnement pour varier les conditions de lubrification dans le film de fluide, caractérisé en ce que les éléments de palier réglables (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) ont une rigidité suffisamment élevée pour que la position de la totalité de la surface de portée (22, 52) d'un élément de palier soit essentiellement indépendante de la pression dans ledit film de fluide subie durant le fonctionnement.

2. Palier hydrodynamique selon la revendication 1, dans lequel les éléments réglables (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) sont réglables indépendamment.

3. Palier hydrodynamique selon la revendication 1 ou la revendication 2, dans lequel chaque élément de palier réglable (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) est efficacement articulé autour d'un axe perpendiculaire à sa direction de réglage principale.

4. Palier hydrodynamique selon la revendication 3, dans lequel l'élément de palier réglable (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) est formé d'une seule pièce avec une partie du palier (25) par rapport à laquelle la position de l'élément est réglable, ceux-ci étant tout deux raccordés par une pièce amovible (23, 53a, 53b) qui forme les moyens formant articulation.

5. Palier hydrodynamique selon la revendication 3 ou la revendication 4, dans lequel la position de l'articulation est réglable durant le fonctionnement.

6. Palier hydrodynamique selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, les moyens de réglage pour un élément de palier réglable (20, 40, 50, 60, 70, 70a) comprenant un support (26, 46, 56a, 56b, 66, 76) configuré de façon à agir sur l'élément de palier, dans lequel la dimension de support dans la direction de réglage doit être altérée sélectivement.

7. Palier hydrodynamique selon la revendication 6, dans lequel chaque support (26, 46, 56a, 56b, 66, 76) comprend deux éléments de support ou davantage (26) qui sont réglables indépendamment les uns des autres.

8. Palier hydrodynamique selon la revendication 6 ou la revendication 7, comprenant une tige filetée avec une partie effilée, la partie effilée venant en prise avec l'élément de palier pour constituer ledit support, et la tige filetée étant montée en prise de visage dans le palier de telle sorte que la rotation de celle-ci fasse avancer la partie effilée, de façon à altérer par conséquent la dimension du support.

9. Palier hydrodynamique selon la revendication 6 ou la revendication 7, comprenant un élément en forme de coin mobile (26) venant en prise avec l'élément de palier (20) pour constituer ledit support.

10. Palier hydrodynamique selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel la partie rotative est une fusée d'arbre montée pour fonctionner à l'intérieur d'un carter extérieur fixe (10), les éléments de palier réglables (20) étant montés sur ledit carter (10) et étant réglables par rapport à celui-ci.

11. Palier hydrodynamique selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel la partie rotative est un rotor externe monté pour fonctionner autour d'un stator interne (39), les éléments de palier réglables (40) étant montés sur ledit stator interne (39) et étant réglables par rapport à celui-ci.

12. Palier hydrodynamique selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 9, dans lequel les éléments de palier réglables sont montés sur la partie rotative et sont réglables par rapport à celle-ci.

13. Palier hydrodynamique selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, comprenant au moins trois éléments de palier réglables (20, 40).
14. Palier hydrodynamique selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel les éléments de palier réglables (20, 40, 50, 60) sont réglables dans une direction radiale.

15. Palier hydrodynamique selon la revendication 14, dans lequel au moins l'un des éléments de palier réglables est réglable avec une composante de déplacement axiale pour procurer une capacité de poussée axiale.

16. Palier hydrodynamique selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 13, dans lequel le palier est un palier de poussée, les éléments de palier (70, 70a) étant réglables dans une direction axiale pour supporter une surface plane transversale (80) de la partie rotative (81) du palier.

17. Palier hydrodynamique selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel le palier fait partie d'une machine rotative et la position des éléments de palier réglables est déterminée automatiquement par les conditions de fonctionnement de la machine.

18. Palier hydrodynamique selon l'une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel chaque élément de palier réglable comporte un capteur de charge et/ou un capteur de déplacement.
